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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the coefficients of friction and diffusion of the

magnetized Balescu-Lenard equation describing the interaction of ion test

particles with electron field particles can be derived from two scalar

potentials, which reduce to the potentials derived previously when wave effects

are neglected. The parts of the. potentials describing "wave effects" are

evaluated explicitly in the ease of Maxwellian electrons and the results are

compared with the unmagnetized Rosenbluth potentials. The correction is

"edominant vhen n = — >> 1 .
e

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest in the derivation of a

simple usable kinetic equation for a magnetized plasma. Hassan and Watson
magnet ic

derived a kinetic equation for a stable plasma in a uniform/field in which the
2)

collision integral has the usual Balescu-Lenard form- Baldwin and Watson

showed that, if wave effects vere ignored and the ions were unmagnetized, the

resulting collision operator of the magnetized Balescu-Lenard equation de-

scribing the interaction of ion test particles with electron field particles

could be put in Foklter-Planck form with coefficients derivable from two scalar

potentials. In a subsequent paper, Hassan and Watson neglected wave effects

and derived Fokker-Planck coefficients describing all types of interactions.

2)The object of this paper is to extend the work of Baldwin and Watson

by showing that, if the magnetic field is not so strong as to effect the motion

of the ions, the collision term in the magnetized Balescu-Lenard equation

describing the interaction of ion test particles with electron field particles

has the usual Fokker-Planck form in which the coefficients of friction and

diffusion are expressible in terms of two scalar potentials. These "generalized

magnetic Rosenbluth potentials" reduce to the potentials derived by Baldvin

and Watson and Hassan and Watson if wave effects are neglected. The parts

of the potentials describing the influence of plasma waves are then evaluated

explicitly for the case in which the electrons are Maxwellian.

I I . GENERALIZED MAGNETIC ROSENBLUTH POTENTIALS

We s t a r t with the magnetic Balescu-Lenard equat ion in the form der ived

by Hassan and Watson
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where £[k,(j) is the longitudinal plasma dielectric function
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Cylindrical polar co-ordinates (vj_ .^.T,,) , (v^.^.v,!) ana (k^.x^k,,) are

used.

The "generalized magnetic Rosenhluth potentials" can easily he derived from (5)

and (6) by integrating over the velocity v ,

and
Op

We shall consider a two-component plasma and restrict/attention to the ion
pi ^

equation (a = i). Following Baldwin ana Watson , we assume that the ions

are unm&gnetized, in which case we may replace Y ana 0 fcy their un-

magnetized counterparts Tf = (u-k.v)siO = k- — It is then readily ob-

served that (1) can be written in the standard Fokker-Planck form:

(7)

'' M*

- t
lecM1

(8)

(M

vhere the coefficients of friction and diffusion are written in terms of

tvo scalar potentials;

The constant of integration in (8) has teen selected in order to avoid a
2)

divergence for small values of s (.of. Baldwin and Watson ). It is easily

seen that in the limit S
p

the potentials h and g reduce to the



unmagnetized "generalized Rosen'bluth, potentials" recently derived by Hassan

Following Hassan , ve use the equality

1 1 , 'g-l*i 2

vhere

• 5 - 1 ' Ŝ-
to write (7) and (8) in the forms:

= Sc * «v • J

vhere

(9)

(10)

(ID

(.12)

(13)
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cO

vhere

(15)

The parts of the potentials h and g are identical to the magnetic

Hoaenbluth potentials" derived ty Baldvin and ¥atson . They reduce to the

expressions derived by Hassan and Watson if the t and _k Integrations

are carried out (see Appx.)- The parts of the potentials ĥ . and Sv

describe the interaction of particles vith plasma waves in a strong magnetic

field. It should be'noted that, since the ions are assumed to be unmaenetized,

the ion terms h1, g , h1 and g , simply reduce to the ion components of
c c w v |*

the "generalized Eosenbluth potentials" (Hassan ).

Ill. CALCULATIOHS OF h* M E FOR THK CASE OF MAXWELLIM ELECTRONS

The remaining part of this paper is concerned with the explicit

evaluations of h and g in the case of Maxvellian distribution function

Using the results :

f e fe
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where

jttk + ^ ^ k t )

a, = « \

(16)
= Trr

where

"Z =

l •€

(20)

ve may easily perform the v1 and t integrals to obtain

« „ 1+ f. fir M t

^ 1

where the plasma dielectric function now takes the form:

- T -

(17)

tie)

and

2 rx .a
Z(x) = 2x s~x t dt ,

which has the limiting values

Z(x) H 2x2 , x « 1 ,

Z(x) « 1 + l/2x2 , x » 1 .

(21)

Observing that most of the contributions to the integrals in (17) and (18)

come frcm the region Z << 1, we may use the limiting values (21) to write

(20) in the approximate form

4

£ i - £ r

(22)

(23)
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The condition (23) enatles us to use the approximate result (Hassan )

(21*)

In viev of vhich,

_ r- T A

- j €. - 161- 161 I

,1 1 16.1 •} \ Kvl

(25)

(28)

Expressing d k in cylindrical polar co-ordinates (d k = k_|_ dkj_ dk|( dx) and

performing the integrals over a and x w e arrive at the results:

Using (22) and (.25) we can easily carry out the m integration in (.17) and

(l8) to obtain

fW»-i

h* - - ZLJL.

cO

(29)

(26)

(£7)

where

3. =

where

(

and

A ^

o

A =

(30)

(31)
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The remaining integrals in C.291 and (3Q) are too complicated to evaluete

accurately, However, analytic progress is possible if we restrict attention

to the relevant limit v|( -*• 0 and use the approximate value of the sum

n(aA t

(32)

(cf. Baldwin and Watson ')

Thus, making use of (31) and (32) and confining ourselves only to the terms

whose velocity dependence contributes to A. and D. (as defined by (5) and (6))

the potentials (£9) and (30) reduce to

^7,,!fe« Wt- Vj.

(33)

where

,m,l/2 fT >3/2* = \±\ If] ' '̂  ° '

(3k)

Approximate values of the above integrals can easily be derived if

we ofeser-va that the region k., >> — • k —[ s on and k. << Jz n

k = (3 (where n = —) gives the dominant contribution to the integrals,
ex uie

In this region the denominator of (33) has a minimum at values of

-11-

k.. as k -*• —
e lmej ^TiJ

v-1/2 .

integration is given ~ay a ^ kM ̂  n

Thus the effective region of

and 0 < k < @ . In this region

the integrand in ilk) simplifies considerably and straightforvard calculations

lead to the result:

~E 111 (̂  f
C35)

It should he noted that in deriving (.35) we have used the inequality

> 1, and vithin the scheme of our approximation this inequality leads to

1/2
the result — > ^—j

magnetized Hosenbluth potentials.

It is interesting to compare C35) with the un-

For v.. << v and v, > va ve have
II e J. e

ie In A

Thus

(36)

(3T)
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The ratio (36) is I 1 vtien n > 1, whereas the ratio (37) is j. 1 only

when n > tn A . It may toe concluded, therefore, that the correction to

the Rosenbluth potential h due to the interaction of ions (vhose velocity

is such that v << v and v ) with magnetized plasma waves is dominant

vhen n > 1, while the correction to g is only dominant when n > Hn A.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we carry gut the integrations over dt and d k

in Eqs.Cll} and (.12). We first observe that, since the ions are unmagnetized
i i

the ion terms h and g simply reduce to the ion components of the

standard Hosenhluth potentials

j; (^
U.D

U.2)

As regards h and gc we write

b • \f + , + C ( A 6 **>

where

On s. _ V,,

A - fc. - 2 ±
(A.3)

6 =

and make use of the integrals

2" L A

a. Ceo (A.!*)



To evaluate the two angle integrals in d k . After some algebra, we obtain

_ urr

(A-5)

3c' *

vhere

( f L i f
Kit R dlfc I oft" / L Pw^^i \

U.6)

s « _ 2Vi.i5.'^ffU:)

U.T)

and y = v - \i'.

Exact analytic values of the remaining integrals are not possible.

However, approximate values can be obtained if we make use of the approximations:

gekt |v-v' if at < 1 ,

if fit > 1 ,

(A.8)

and confine ourselves to logarithmic accuracy. Using, as in Hassan and Watson3)

the modified potential $ = is the Coulomb potential

and It- is the distance of closest approach] Instead of the cut-off at k = k

and splitting the region of t integration into 0 ̂  t J= — and t > ~ , the

k and t integrals can be evaluated in terms of the integral

-15-

!

r -t
-7—

After some lengthy analysis we arrive at

dt

U-9)

I

where

of -

~nT

)] 1 fe A ' ,
J

(A.10)

\ ̂  - V '

tA.ll)

A =

The potentials (A,9) and (A.10) are identicalj[those derived by Hassan and Watson .
21

They reduce to the expressions given by Baldwin and Watson if ve assume

f to be Haxwellian and carry out the d v' integrations.
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